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.. . . . ' '' ,. where N. is the ion density, N is the electron density, and T is the temperature. c~ -3 ) low-temperatur~ (T ~ 3000 ° K) hydrogen or helium plasmas.
J:".l
The most complete theoretical results are due to Bates, Kingston, and Me Whirter, · , · ·. ·.
who have calculated both recombination rates and distributions· of excited states in recombining hydrogen plasmas by writing down the rate equations of all processes ' ..
populating and ·depopulating the excited states and the ground state,. using known or ,,
~ . ~ assumed cross sections, and solving them simultaneously with the aid of a .
. computer. 9 • 11., 12 . They introduce a "collisional-radiative decay 'coefficient" defined analogously to Eq., (Z) by
.. ,. where N i is the density of hydrogen atoms in the ground state.
In an electron-proton plasma we have, of course; N 1 = Ne; and if
.kT e < < eY 1 = 10.2 ·eV, practically all neutral atoms are in the ground state, so· ! .
. .. '·.
The plasma is prepared by a pulsed high-current discharge in hydrogen \ .. ' " ~ .
.. ·•· ,. ·,:
.. been shortcircuited all potentials between the electrodes are zero and the plasma
;· ,. ·• · is allowed to cool off. This technique has been described before, ZZ, 23 and we
... ,.,
. '
. ,·,;
merely list the parameters of the resulting plasma in . to the plasma, so that the entire mixture can be adequately described as a single .' fluid with well-defined macroscopic properties. In particular, it turns out that the recom_bination rate is much larger than the rate of interdiffusion of atoms and ions, so that the drift of these two species with respect to each other may be neglected as a macroscopic motion. However, as is ·well known, the energy . transport associated with these drifts has to be included as a contribution to the generalized heat-flow vector. .
.3 • It is seen that· at early times the temperature drops rapidly while the density changes only little. It should be not.ed that the estimated errors do not take into ~ _ (Curve A); in the second, the plasma is assumed to be opaque to the lines of the \ '
~J
.. Lyman series (Curve B).
The values of y early in the decay period depend also on N 1 , the density · .; .. :, · of neutral hydrogen atoms in the ground state, because the electron temperature is still high enough to cause significant reionization and reexcitation from the·
• j ground state. In calculating theoretical values of y we h~vf! evaluated N 1 by
. assuming that ,(a) the plasma is initially fully ionized, enabling us to equate the total particle density to the ion density early in time, and (b) the total particle density in the region of plasma observed remains constant during the decay period, enabling us .to calculate N 1 by subtracting the measured ion density from the total particle densitye The first assumption we justify in retrospect; ·the second seems ·very reasonable, as the estimated times for diffusion are much longer than the observed decay times.
The plasma.is certainly not completely opaque to the entire Lyman series, the Doppler broade~ng.is always much greater than the Stark broadening, and furthermore that the plasma is opaque to L during the entire decay period. Of
all discrete transitions populating and depopulating the ground state the term corresponding to emission and absorption of L is by far the largest. We therefore a.
· expect that even if La. is the only line in the Lyman series that is reabsorbed, the assumption that all the Lyman lines are reabsorbed will yield a reasonable estimate of the decay coefficient. Measurements of y in this decaying plasma should therefore fall between the two theoretical curves in Fig. 4 1 but probably should be closer to Curve B. This is seen to be the case. Besides, the calcu- 'that the theoretical values are reliable to wi.thin less than a factor ~f z.
It is instructive to plot the ion d~nsity versus temperature in a single :. ·is· initially fully ionized. This is to be expected, because even if the temperature · .. since we have already pointed out that the plasma must be bounded by boundary "·-~ ...
. <·,,·:
·layer~ of considerably'higher density, particularly near the two end plates. In : . . ; :) ~--. . ; I ::;· ·\'· ' addition, violent motion is produced during the plasma-forming .discharge, and
therefore there is no real reason to expect a o r i gin a l ·density to exist when the plasma is finally immobilized by the magnetic field. . :, ·,
A discussion of this behavior requires information concerning the energy transport :. ···· ' .
; . . ..
IV. ENERGY DECAY
In the absence of both mass flow (convect.ion) and electric currents (ohmic heating)' the conservation of energy can be expressed in the simple form ~·~v·,a.=R.
{5)
The symbol e represents the energy density, 0 the particle-energy flow vector;
-~ and R the net absorption rate per unit volume of radiant energy. In the case discussed here we can ignore the energy of molecular dissociation, because the hydrogen remains atomic throughout the period of interest. We cari also neglect the energy stored at any given instant in the form of electronic excitation. Th~s we have as a good approximation
.
where ~-i = 13.6 eV is the ionization energy per atom. N 0 is the initial proton density, hence it is constant in time, but in our case N 0 may be a function of radial position. From Figs. Z and 3 it is clear that, after 5() ~sec, Ei 8 Ne/ at l .
constitutes the major portion of the energy decay rate.
' .
It is not· obvious that the energy-flow vector 0 for reacting gas mixtures -such as a partially ionized gas can always be expressed in the form Q = .-K(T) VT, -because the transport is in general strongly affected by the interdiffusion of the
e s1 ua 10n 1s muc s1mp 1 1e 1n our exper1men , ,.
however, since we have already shown that the energy h·ansport is predominantly radial and that radial diffusion of plasma in this case is adequately suppressed by· the strong axial magnetic field~ Zi .We ttherefore .should be able to write Eq. (5) as· 
'\_·.·... . .: 'temperature and pressure (or density) only an:d therefore ~ = K(T, N 0 ).
·.:··· ' :.
•\·'
·" 
where the summations extend over the three species at(i)ms, protons, and electrons,
.... ;.,
The masses and effective .
•. ' .:·~:·{.
identified by the subscripts a, i, and e respectively. Fig. 6 we have overestimated K -for our cooling problem e because we have ignored the effect of th~ magnetic field •. The latter effect is probably olfset in part by thermoelectric cur-rents which ·must be circulating in_ -firiite plasmas with gradients such as ours. A rigorous analysis o{ the heat-fiow problem would be very involved indeed.
The radiative contribution R(r, t) is ·even more difficult to estimate because the emissivity and absorption coefficient are very rapidly varying, complicated functions ·not only of position and time but also of frequency, particularly in, the region of the Lyman spectrum. It is very important to consider the absorption -carefully because the power density emitted, for example, in the L line alone, a.
''
., . process of the decaying plasma described here. 
In the foregoing discussion we have attempted to demonstrate that the decay ,;
. ·~. .
' '
: · ·. of a magnetically confined highly ionized plasma is governed by the energy removal \ .,
. '·l_ -·~
rate. It appears that the hydrogen plasma investigated experimentally cools more .
. " ..... ·.
• ••· ' 1 .. ~ <· .
• rapidly than can be expected from kinetic .heat transfer, presumably because of ., ..
·~·.
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